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By Preston L. Allen

Akashic Books,U.S. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Jesus Boy, Preston L. Allen,
"Like Dostoyevsky, Allen colorfully evokes the gambling milieu--the chained (mis)fortunes of the
players, their vanities and grotesqueries, their quasi-philosophical ruminations on chance. Like
Burroughs, he is a dispassionate chronicler of the addict's daily ritual, neither glorifying nor
vilifying the matter at hand."--The New York Times Book Review, on All or Nothing Into an austere
community of Christian believers at the Church of Our Blessed Redeemer Who Walked Upon the
Waters come the star-crossed African American Romeo and Juliet. In the world of Jesus Boy,
Romeo is sixteen-year-old Elwyn Parker, a devout and sincere piano prodigy who learns too late
that the saintly girl he has had a crush on all his life is inexplicably pregnant and soon to be wed.
Juliet is the beautiful widow, Sister Morrisohn, age forty-two, who, in the pain and confused
emotions of her grieving, ends up in Elwyn's arms. Despite the problems posed by their age
difference and the strict prohibitions of their strong religious beliefs, Elwyn and Sister Morrisohn's
love is true, and as it grows among the ascetics, abstainers, and holy ghost rollers of their church, it
exposes with wit,...
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ReviewsReviews

Extensive guide for publication fans. It can be rally exciting throgh studying time. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to
read the book.
-- Maurine Rohan-- Maurine Rohan

It in a single of my personal favorite book. I really could comprehended almost everything using this composed e book. Your daily life period will be
enhance the instant you complete reading this article pdf.
-- Haskell Osinski-- Haskell Osinski
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